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Polymer synthetic chemistry can now provide remarkable control over polymer microstructures,
including the placement of associating functional groups in acid- and ion-containing polymers.
We initially studied precise linear polyethylenes synthesized by acyclic diene metathesis to reveal
a variety of self-assembled nanoscale morphologies. Currently, we are studying precise
sulfophenylated polyethylene ionomers synthesized by ring opening metathesis. Through a
combination of X-ray scattering and atomistic molecular dynamics, we found that both the acid
(p5PhSA ) and neutralized (p5PhSA-X, where X is Li+, Na+, Cs+) forms of this polymer exhibit
percolated aggregates that promote transport. The proton conductivity of p5PhSA surpasses
that of Nafion. In addition, we are investigating segmented ionomers synthesized by step-growth
polymerization and containing polar units with neutralized sulfonate groups separated by a
precise number (n = 10 - 48) of methylene groups (PESn-X). These PESn-X ionomers are
multiblock copolymers with exceptional long-range order, order-order transitions, and
occasionally order-disorder transitions. The most promising of these ordered structures is the
double gyroid structure. This 3D interconnected morphology exhibits higher ionic conductivity
than the isotropic layered or hexagonal morphologies in PES23-Li. These studies combine to build
robust structure-property relationships for transport in single-ion conductors that will guide
innovative polymer design for improved ion transport properties.
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